TOY#  287

NAME: Catch 'n Count Fishing Set

PIECES: 10 Pieces

AGE:  2 Years and up

LEVEL: Preschool  Kinder

PRICE: $ 20.00

MANUFACTURE: Little Tikes

LINK:  
https://sl.ocls.ca/uhtbin/cgisirsi/x/0/0/57/5/0?searchdata1=263287%7BCKEY%7D&searchfield1=GENERAL%5ESUBJECT%5EGENERAL%5E%5E&user_id=WEBSEVER

DESCRIPTION:  7 fish  1 fishing rod  1 lid  1 tackle box

CHILDREN AND PLAY: Preschoolers can catch a fish and learn to count with seven numbered fish. Everything stores in a tackle box with carry handle. Children can play this fishing game together or on their own.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT: Cognitive Development:

- Language - expressive and receptive
- Perception - visual discrimination
- Attention Span
- Science - decision making
- cause and effect relationships
- Math -numeral recognition
- quantity recognition
- Fine Motor -manual dexterity
- wrist flexibility

Emotional Development:  
- Self Confidence

Social Development:
- Turn Taking
- Sharing
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